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Sixteen muscle-laden horses weaved untethered through an evenly spaced stand of 
white spruce. They climbed together, gradually, with loaded but balanced panniers, 
and a steady sense of purpose. I rode third in line behind head Gana River Outfitters 

guide, Rachel Ahtila, and her first hunter of the season, Riley Pearson. As we crested the 
rise, revealed below us was an expansive glacial valley, guarded by mammoth peaks of 
black and purplish-red rock. We rode on without pause, and as each mountain passed we 
gazed skyward, craning our necks in hopes of a glance at the white coat and curling horns 
of a trophy Dall ram. On the valley floor, the Fritz River wound effortlessly beneath us, 
eventually joining the Mackenzie River — North America’s second largest river drainage 
behind the Mississippi — hundreds of miles downstream.

With heavy photography and video equipment stashed haphazardly in my pack, I was 
thankful to have four legs instead of two for this arduous part of the journey. It’d been five 
days since leaving civilization with two days of commercial flights, a float plane connection 
and an additional two days in the saddle under our belts.

My thoughts floated between two realizations: 

1) The trails we currently traveled were formed by monstrous mountain caribou native to 
the range rather than the plodding of man or domesticated stock.

 2) Cowboys must have somehow developed an ability to completely halt the human body’s 
excretory system when in the saddle to eliminate the need for bathroom breaks. 
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It was at that very moment that I was torn from my profound 
epiphanies by the sound and sensation of water rushing over my 
boots, and the chest of my sure-footed steed, Chief, pumping 
against the rapidly moving river. We’d reached the banks of the 
Fritz River, and the team of untied horses now frantically swam 
across to the opposite bank. The animals and their riders were 
hell-bent on reaching our outpost camp by day’s end, regardless 
of the river’s swollen size from weeks of rain. 

During our adventure, we collectively fell into the simple routine 
of waking up in sheep beds, scouring grassy hillsides, and 
marching hard with our sustainment gear to explore new folds 
in the Mackenzie Mountains’ endless alpine. Our bodies were 
nourished by cascading waterfalls, freeze-dried meals, and the 
allure of monarch rams. Along the way we’d felt the highs and 
lows of mountain hunting, been hit with pounding rainstorms, 
kneaded our sore muscles, and carried a dark dart of fear in our 
guts from the bluff charge of a young grizzly who’d caught scent 
of our caribou kill. Our senses, normally dulled by the comforts of 
memory foam and heated seats, began to sharpen after days spent 
in remote wilderness. Wild places, combined with lack of access 
to modern amenities, had a transformative effect on the group. 

A week or so later, we giggled as we sat around the simple warmth 
of a campfire, a belly full of fresh game and a nip of equally 
traveled whisky on our breath. A few days earlier, we’d left our 
horse team and traveled deep into the bowels of a canyon under 
guide Rachel Ahtila’s steady voice. That day, Riley, a hunter on 
the trip, had taken his first ram, and we’d returned with stories 
to go with it.

For me, the experience brought forth the rare confluence of 
peace, connection and heightened awareness. These three values 
had taken over, created from rambling remote wilderness for 
weeks on end. My anxiety was replaced with quiet confidence, 
and intuition for the natural world around. The sound of email 
notifications, engine noise, exhaust, and LED lights were quickly 
overtaken by water trickling over ancient stone, and horse bells 
in the distance.

The clarifying ability of remote wildness is profound, though 
anything but common. These experiences should be treated as 
secret, stolen treasure to be buried away deep in our hearts. I’ll 
probably never get back to those exact mountains with those 
same people, but I hope these lessons never fade. Until then, I’ll 
keep my eyes and ears open, a map nearby, and hope that I’ll be 
graced by another wilderness therapy session again soon.
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